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Abstract 
A L-preaccessible category is defined as a I-accessible category except hat the existence of all 
I-directed colimits is not required. Every category with a dense set of objects is proved to be 
preaccessible, and every preaccessible category with equalizers to be accessible. These results 
require the large-cardinal Vop&ka’s principle. 
1. Preaccessible categories 
Recall from [4,6] that a (locally small) category ST is called A-accessible if t is 
a regular cardinal such that 
(1) %C has I-directed colimits and 
(2) x has a set of I-presentable objects such that every object in x is a I-directed 
colimit of those objects. 
We call a category I-preaccessible if it satisfies point (2) above. A category is called 
preaccessible if it is l-preaccessible for some 1. 
Example 1. Every small category is preaccessible: choose a regular cardinal 1 larger 
than the number of all morphisms. In contrast, a small category is accessible iff it has 
split idempotents, see [6]. 
Example 2. Let GC be the category of all pairs (X, a) of sets with TV E X satisfying 
card X = card(X - a). Morphisms are the usual homomorphisms of unary relational 
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structures. This category is w-preaccessible: very object of X is a directed colimit 
of its finite subobjects. However, X fails to be accessible. This example is due to 
Fisher [2]. 
Remark 1. In a preaccessible category every object is presentable. 
Lemma. In each I-preaccessible category X the collection d of all I-presentable 
objects has the following properties: 
(i) d is essentially small (i.e., has a set of representatives up-to isomorphism) 
(ii) d is dense, i.e., every object of X is a canonical colimit of the canonical diagram 
w.r.t. zz’, and moreover, these canonical diagrams are il-jltered. 
Proof. (i) Let do c & be the set from the definition of I-preaccessible category. For 
each object A E d there exists a A-directed diagram D of &-,-objects whose colimit 
objects is A. Since A is A-presentable, idA factorizes through one of the colimit maps 
v,, : A,, + A, i.e., v. is a split epimorphism. Consequently, A can be viewed as a split 
subobject of Ao. Thus, JZ! is essentially small. 
(ii) It follows from (i) that the set do in the definition of &preaccessible category 
can be taken as the set of representatives of all I-presentable objects. For each object 
K we have a I-directed diagram Do in do with K = colim Do. It follows easily that Do 
is a cofinal subdiagram of the canonical diagram D of K w.r.t. d. Consequently, 
K = colim D, and D is I-filtered. 0 
Corollary. Every preaccessible category is bounded (i.e., has a dense set of objects). 
We are going to prove the converse of the above corollary, provided that we work 
with a set theory satisfying the following 
VopZnka’s principle: The category Gra of graphs (i.e., sets with a binary relation) 
and homomorphisms does not have a large, discrete, full subcategory. 
Recall from [3] that Vopenka’s principle is a large-cardinal principle because 
(a) Vop&nka’s principle implies the existence of measurable cardinals. (In fact, it 
implies that there exist arbitrarily large compact cardinals, i.e., cardinals 1 such that 
every I-complete filter can be extended to a A-complete ultrafilter on the same set.) 
(b) The existence of huge cardinals implies that Vop6nka’s principle is consistent. 
The role of Vopenka’s principle in the theory of categories is discussed in detail in 
the last chapter of [l]. It is proved, for example, that if Vopr?nka’s principle holds then 
every bounded category with I-directed colimits is accessible (see [S]). The following 
is a refinement of that result: 
Theorem 1. Assuming VopZmka’s principle, a category is preaccessible @it is bounded. 
Proof. We will prove that every full subcategory X of Gra is preaccessible. Since 
every bounded category is equivalent o a full subcategory of Gra (see Cl, Theorems 
(1.26) and (2.65)]), this will prove the theorem in the light of the preceding corollary. 
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Let &, be a regular cardinal such that the inclusion functor of x into Gra preserves 
&-directed colimits. The existence of lo follows from Vo$nka’s principle, see 
Theorem (6.9) in [l]. Then for each regular cardinal Iz > l,, every graph in 3? of 
cardinality less than I is I-presentable in JK (because it is I-presentable in Gra). 
Given a cardinal 1, there exists a cardinal I* 2 3, such that every object (X,a) of 
x has the following property: for each set Y E X of cardinality less than Iz there exists 
a set Y* c X of cardinality less than Iz* such that Y c Y* and Y* carries a strong 
subobject of (X, a) in x (i.e., the graph (Y*, an [Y* x Y*]) lies in ,X). In fact, this has 
been proved in [8] as statement (A) within the proof of Theorem 8. For each 1 we 
choose the smallest cardinal I* with the above property. Then the set 
C = (4 12 i,, is a cardinal with A= A*} 
is closed and unbounded: 
(a) If 
I=Vli 
i<a 
with li E C for each i, then for each object (X,a) of s and each set Y E X of 
cardinality less than J we have i < a with 
card Y < li = $, 
thus, there is Y E Y* s X with card Y* < Ai and Y* carries a strong subobject of 
(X,a). Thus, we can choose rZ = Iz*. 
(b) For each cardinal 1 put & = I and I,+ 1 = A.: (n < w). Then the cardinal 
is a member of C larger or equal to 2. 
It follows from Vopknka’s principle that the class of all regular cardinals is 
stationary, i.e., it meets every closed, unbounded class, see [S]. Consequently, there 
exists a regular cardinal 1 = A* 2 A,,. 
We claim that x is I-preaccessible. In fact, for each object K the I-directed 
diagram of all strong subobjects in 2 of cardinality less than 1 has K as a colimit 
- this clearly follows from 3, = I*. Since Iz 2 A,-,, every object of cardinality less than 
I is I-presentable in x. This concludes the proof. 0 
Remark 2. For each bounded category we proved that there exist arbitrarily large 
regular cardinals 1 such that the category is bpreaccessible. 
The statement of the above theorem is equivalent o Vop&ka’s principle: 
Example 3 (A bounded category which is not preaccessible). Assume the negation of 
VopBnka’s principle, i.e., the existence of a full, large, discrete subcategory Z of Gra. If 
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we add the following two objects (dense in Gra) to x: 
(W~0~ and ((0, I>, ((0, l)}), 
we get a full, bounded subcategory of x which is not preaccessible. 
2. Axiomatizable categories 
Here we want to address a closely related topic: an abstract characterization of 
categories axiomatizable in first-order logic. We call a category _% axiomutizable 
provided that it is equivalent o the category Mod T whose objects are models of some 
theory T in (infirmary, many-sorted) first-order logic, and whose morphisms are 
homomorphisms. More precisely, T is a set of sentences of the logic L,,, in 
a signature Z consisting of a set of infinitary, many-sorted operation and relation 
symbols (see [S]). L,, _, allows conjunctions (disjunctions) of any set of formulas and 
universal (existential) quantification over any set of variables. If conjunctions (disjunc- 
tion) of less than K formulas and universal (existential) quantification over less than 
1 variables is allowed, we get the logic L,,A. 
Observation. (1) Every accessible category is axiomatizable, as proved in [6]. 
(2) Every axiomatizable category is preaccessible, provided that Vop&ka’s prin- 
ciple holds. This follows from the downward Liiwenheim-Skolem theorem (see e.g. [ 1, 
Theorem (5.41)] which states that there exist for each A-ary signature Z arbitrarily 
large regular cardinals 1 such that for every Z-structure A and every subset X of the 
underlying set of A of cardinality less than I there exists a I-elementary substructure 
B of A containing X and of cardinality less than I. Now given a theory T in the bary 
logic, if A is a model of T then so is each of the I-elementary substructures B. Thus, 
Mod T is I-preaccessible: by Vop&ka’s principle there exists a cardinal A0 such that 
every &-directed colimit in Mod T is a colimit in the category of all Z-structures (see 
[l, Theorem 6.91). Thus, choosing 12 lo as above, every model of T of cardinality 
less than 1 is I-presentable in Mod T. It is clear that every model of T is a l-directed 
colimit of its substructures which are l-presentable in Mod T. 
Open problem. Is every axiomatizable category preaccessible? 
Remark 3. The affirmative answer can be proved under a weaker assumption than 
Vopknka’s principle (see [7]), viz. 
(*) for every cardinal Iz there exists an LA,,-compact cardinal 
(i.e., a cardinal p such that every p-complete filter can be extended to a l-complete 
ultrafilter on the same set). 
Whereas an abstract characterization of axiomatizable categories is an open prob- 
lem, for “well-behaved” categories Vop&ka’s principle provides a characterization: 
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Assuming it, the following conditions are equivalent for each complete category: 
(i) bounded, 
(ii) preaccessible, 
(iii) axiomatizable, 
(iv) accessible, 
(v) locally presentable. 
In fact, the implication (i) =E. (v) was proved in [S]. It was also proved there that this 
result is equivalent to Vop&rka’s principle, i.e., assuming its negation, a bounded, 
complete category exists which is not locally presentable. That category is also not 
preaccessible nor axiomatizable, because it has a non-presentable object, see Re- 
mark 1. 
Open problem. Is every axiomatizable, complete category locally presentable? 
Remark 4. The affirmative answer can again be proved under ( * ). 
The following result is closely related to the fact announced by Fisher [2] that, 
assuming Vop&nka’s principle, every category of structures with equalizers is axio- 
matizable. 
Theorem 2. Assuming Voptnka’s principle, the following properties are equivalent for 
each category with equalizers: 
(i) bounded, 
(ii) preaccessible, 
(iii) axiomatizable, 
(iv) accessible. 
Proof. Assuming Vop&rka’s principle, we prove (i) * (iv) whenever X has 
equalizers. Let d be a small, dense, full subcategory of X. Then the Yoneda 
embedding 
E : X + Set do’ 
given by E(K) = hom(-,K)/doP is full, faithful, and preserves equalizers. Besides, 
there clearly exists a (finitary, many-sorted) signature Z such that !3etdw is equivalent 
to a full, reflective subcategory of the category StrZ of Z-structures and homomor- 
phisms. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that every full subcategory 9 of StrZ closed 
under equalizers is accessible. 
By Theorem 6.17 in [l], it is sufficient o prove that there exists a regular cardinal 
1 such that9 is closed under A-pure subobjects for some rl, where a monomorphism 
m : A + B is I-pure provided that given I-presentable objects A’, B’, and a morphism 
m' : A’ --f B’, then for each morphism f: A’ + A we have: if mf factorizes through m’, 
then f factorizes through m’. Moreover, for each &pure subobject m : A + B there 
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exists a I-directed diagram D (indexed by a A-directed poset I) with a colimit 
icl 
and there exist compatible split monomorphisms mi:A + Bi (i E I) such that 
m = bi. mi for each i E I, see Proposition 2.30 of [l]. 
In order to prove the closedness of Y under pure subobjects, we work with the full 
subcategory 8 of StrZ of all subobjects of objects in 9. Since 9 is closed under 
subobjects, Vop&nka’s principle implies that 8 is axiomatizable in some logic L1,A, 
see Proposition 6.20 of [l]. Furthermore, since Vop&ka’s principle implies the 
existence of arbitrarily large compact cardinals 1, we can assume that the cardinal 
1 under consideration is compact. Given a I-pure subobject m : A + B with B E 9, we 
are going to prove that A E 9. Let m = bi. mi (i E I) be morphisms as above, and for 
each i let fii : Bi + A be a morphism with Cii l mi = id_, . Since Z is a I-directed poset, the 
sets ti = { j E Z 1 i I j}, i E I, form a basis of a I-complete filter and, because A is 
compact, there exists a I-complete ultrafilter Q containing each ti, i E 1. The class 9, 
being axiomatizable in LA, is closed under ultraproducts indexed by l-complete 
ultrafilters. Thus, the ultrapower B4y lies in 8. We can describe B” as a I-directed 
colimit of the diagram D* of all powers Bt’ (U E 42) and all the canonical projections 
d&: B” + BY for I/ c U. Let b* : Bti --* BQ be the colimit maps for i E I. Let 
pi,qi: Bi + Bti (i E I) 
be the morphisms whosejth components are bi,j : Bi + Bj (the connecting maps of the 
above diagram D) and mj * Fij * bi, j : Bi + Bj, respectively. By colimiting the morphisms 
bf - pi, b, * qi : Bi + B@, we get morphisms 
p,q:B-+P. 
We are going to prove that the equalizer of p, q is m : A + B. Since B lies in _Y and B” is 
a subobject of an object of 9 (because B” E P), it then follows that m is also an 
equalizer of two morphisms between objects of 9. Since 9 is closed under equalizers, 
we conclude A E 2, as desired. 
To prove that m is an equalizer of p and q, first observe that the equality 
yields, by colimiting, pa m = q . m. Next, given a morphism h: H + B with p - h = q . h, 
we will prove that h factorizes through m (necessarily uniquely). Since Str JC is locally 
I-presentable, H is a A-directed colimit of I-presentable objects. Thus, it suffices to 
prove that p factorizes through m under assumption that H is a I-presentable object of 
Str C. Since B is a I-directed colimit of D, there exists i E Z and h’ : H + Bi with 
h = bi*h’. From 
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we conclude, since B” is a I-directed colimit of D* and H is A-presentable, that there 
exists U E Q, U c ti with 
d,*,,u’(pi’h’) =dc,u’(qi’h’). 
Choosing any j E U and composing the last equality with the jth projection of B” 
yields 
bi,j*h’ = mj’Mj.bi9j.h’. 
Consequently, h factorizes through m: 
h = bimh’ = bj-bi,j*h’= bj*mj*fij*bi,j*h’= m*fij*bi,j*h’. q 
We conclude our paper with a related result which is absolute (i.e., does not require 
Vop6nka’s principle), but holds just for L,,, -axiomatizable categories X, i.e., we 
assume that .%? is equivalent o Mod T for some theory T of the finitary first-order 
logic L,,, of some finitary signature C. Moreover, instead of just requiring the 
(abstract) existence of equalizers we will want the category to have concrete equalizers, 
i.e., Mod T be closed under equalizers in the category of all C-structures and 
homomorphisms. 
Theorem 3. Every I,,,, -axiomatizable category with concrete equalizers is accessible. 
Proof. Let T be a finitary theory such that Mod T is closed under equalizers in the 
category Str C of all Z-structures. Then Mod T is also closed under directed colimits in 
Str C, as proved by Volger [9]. In order to prove that Mod T is accessible, we use the 
downward Lowenheim-Skolem theorem: there exists a regular cardinal 1> card Z 
such that every subset of a model M of T of cardinality less than 1 is contained in 
a submodel of M (a strong subobject in Mod T) of cardinality less than 1. (By the 
cardinality of many-sorted set is understood the sum of the cardinal numbers of the 
individual sorts.) Consequently, the essentially small collection & of all models of T of 
cardinality less than 1 has the property that every object of Mod T is a I-directed 
colimit of d-objects. Besides, since C is finitary and 1 > card& A 2 K,,, all objects 
in d are A-presentable in Str & since Mod T is closed under directed colimits in 
Str Z, objects of d are I-presentable in Mod T, too. Consequently, Mod T is 
A-accessible. 0 
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